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Abstract

This report describes methods for extending the elastic perfectly plastic (EPP) simplified
model test (SMT) approach to cover multiaxial load conditions and methods to combine
EPP+SMT use fractions for multiple loading cycles. The completion of this work, in con-
junction with companion reports on constructing and validating SMT design curves, marks
the development of a complete methodology for assessing creep-fatigue damage in high tem-
perature nuclear reactor structural components. This EPP+SMT method aims to better
account for elastic follow up effects, simplify the design process, and reduce overconservatism
when compared to current simplified bounding approaches in the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code Section III, Division 5, Subsection HB, Subpart B covering high temperature
nuclear reactors.
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1 Introduction

This report extends a new method for creep-fatigue design of high temperature nuclear
reactor structural components to account for multiaxial loading and multiple load cycle
combinations. The new method is called the EPP+SMT approach because it uses an elastic
perfectly-plastic (EPP) analysis in conjunction with design curves accounting for elastic
follow up calibrated to simplified model test (SMT) data. The overall goals of the new
approach are to:

1. Better account for elastic follow up in high temperature creep-fatigue design.

2. Simplify the process of completing the design of a component.

3. Reduce overconservatism, where possible, compared to current creep-fatigue design
methods in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Division 5, Sub-
section HB, Subpart B [1].

This report focuses on two limited aspects of the new method. The origins of the overall
EPP+SMT approach are in past work on accounting for elastic follow up in creep-fatigue
design and analysis [2]. Past DOE sponsored research has completed the development of the
SMT test specimen, designed to directly assess the effect of follow up on high temperature
cyclic life [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Additional past work developed the EPP analysis method used
to estimate strain ranges in the new design approach [8]. Finally, companion reports to
be published in 2019 develop SMT design curves from experimental creep-fatigue and SMT
data and simplify the process of running SMT tests by developing a test method that uses
a standard creep-fatigue test specimen and a single load frame.

Taken in its totality, this past and companion work completes a EPP+SMT design
method can be applied to uniaxial structures subject to a single periodic load cycle. Actual
reactor components will experience multiaxial deformation and the combination of many
different transient loads. This report extends the EPP+SMT method to account for these
effect. The result is a complete design method on par with current ASME and international
approaches [9, 10, 11] that can be used to generate designs for high temperature reactor
structural components.

Chapter 2 of this report describes the extension of the uniaxial method to multiaxial
loading by defining an appropriate effective strain measure accounting for multiaxial effects
on creep and fatigue damage and deformation. Chapter 3 then extends the approach to han-
dle multiple load cases, in the end recommending a modified composite load cycle approach
of the type current used in other ASME EPP design methods [12, 13]. Finally, Chapter
4 summarizes the recommendations made here and describes the future work required to
validate the complete EPP+SMT design method and codify it through an ASME nuclear
Code Case.
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2 Multiaxiality

2.1 Objective

The base EPP+SMT method has been formulated using uniaxial test data. Extensive past
research establishes that the multiaxial stress field strongly influences creep rupture life
14, 15 and that this multiaxiality effect depends on the particular material [16, 17]. The
final EPP+SMT design method must therefore account for the effect of stress multiaxiality
on creep-fatigue cyclic life. Even in simple vessel structures the stresses are biaxial and
realistic components have substantial triaxial stresses near structural discontinuities like
nozzles. The traditional method for handling stress triaxiality is to develop a scalar effective
stress measure, a map from a general state of stress to a scalar, that correlates the available
multiaxial rupture data to the uniaxial data. This general approach is adopted here but, as
the EPP+SMT approach uses strain ranges instead of stresses, this section defines a scalar
effective strain range that incorporates the effect of multiaxiality.

Ideally, this effective strain measure would be created by synthesizing the results of multi-
axial SMT tests. To be comprehensive, such a testing methodology would need to incorporate
independently controlled multiaxial strain ranges with elastic follow up. Traditional mul-
tiaxial creep effective stresses correlate rupture time to the material stress state. Previous
work uses pressurized tubes, pressurized tubes under axial stresses [18], or stress-controlled
tension-torsion tests [19, 20, 21]. The pressurized tests are not suitable for the strain-based
SMT approach, but tension-torsion tests could be used to generate biaxial SMT data to
support the development of an effective strain measure. The ideal test would generalize the
one-bar SMT specimen concept, described in a companion report from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), that uses a standard specimen in combination with electronic controls
to apply load through elastic-follow up without needing specialized test geometries. The
tension-torsion equivalent of this test could impose independently controlled axial and tor-
sional strain and follow up factors. This test would generate biaxial strain states. The final
effective strain measure could be validated against triaxial strain configurations. There are
no common, well-validated test specimens for controlling general triaxial loading, whether
stress or strain controlled. However, notched specimens with various notch geometries can
be used to examine the effect of triaxial loading in conjunction with numerical modeling to
determine the strain field [22, 23, 24].

In the absence of these specialized tests this section uses an existing validated model for
the effect of stress triaxiality on rupture life to define a suitable EPP+SMT effective strain
measure. This solution avoids the development of specialized multiaxial SMT specimens.
However, the effective strain measure defined here should be validated in the future with
multiaxial creep-fatigue test data.

2.2 The Huddleston model

The current version of Section III, Division 5, Subsection HB, Subpart B, Nonmandatory
Appendix HBB-T [1] uses the Huddleston stress [18] to convert multiaxial stress states to a
uniaxial effective stress used to calculate creep damage when using the design by inelastic
analysis approach. The Huddleston model was calibrated to uniaxial and biaxial creep test
data gather from a variety of sources in the form of standard creep tests, pressurized tube
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Material C
304H 0.24
316H 0.24
800H 0

2.25Cr-1Mo

{
0.16 I1/IS ≥ 1

0 I1/IS < 1

Grade 91

{
0.16 I1/IS ≥ 1

0 I1/IS < 1

Alloy 617 0.24

Table 2.1: Huddleston constants for the Class A materials drawn from the ASME Code.

tests, pressurize + tension tests, and tension-torsion tests. The data was correlated to
develop the model and corresponding parameters for the current Class A materials. The
form of the effective stress is

σh = σv exp

[
C

(
I1
IS
− 1

)]
(2.1)

with σv the von Mises effective stress

σv =

√
(σ1 − σ2)2 + (σ2 − σ3)2 + (σ3 − σ1)2

2
, (2.2)

I1 is the first invariant of the stress

I1 = σ1 + σ2 + σ3, (2.3)

IS is an additional invariant

IS =
√
σ2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3, (2.4)

and C is a parameter, fit to the biaxial test data. Table 2.1 reproduces the values of C
found in the the in-progress nuclear Code Case making Alloy 617 a Class A material and
Section III, Division 5 (for the remaining materials). Note that for C = 0 or for uniaxial
load (σ2 = σ3 = 0) the Huddleston stress degenerates to the von Mises stress.

For fatigue and for design by inelastic analysis, Section III, Division 5 uses the effective
strain range

∆εe =

√
2

3

√
(∆εx −∆εy)

2 + (∆εy −∆εz)
2 + (∆εz −∆εx)

2 +
3

2

(
∆γ2xy + ∆γ2yz + ∆γ2zx

)
(2.5)

which is the so-called “von Mises strain” if the material is incompressible, except instead of
the absolute strain tensor this definition of an equivalent strain range uses the difference in
the strain tensors between two points in time.
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The von Mises stress and the increment of the von Mises strain are related by being work
conjugate. The von Mises stress and strain increment are, in terms of the deviatoric stress
s and deviatoric plastic strain ep

σv =

√
3

2
s : s (2.6)

and

dεv =

√
2

3
dep : dep. (2.7)

The total inelastic work increment is

dW = σ : dεp = s : dep + p : dhp (2.8)

where p is the hydrostatic stress and h is the hydrostatic inelastic strain. Provided plastic
deformation is incompressible the work increment degenerates to

dW = s : dep. (2.9)

For common theories of plasticity the deviatoric stress and the inelastic strain are colinear
– that is

s = kdep (2.10)

for some scalar k. Then note

σvdεv =

√
3

2
s : s

√
2

3
dep : dep =

√
3

2
kdep : kdep

√
2

3
dep : dep = kdep : dep = s : dep = dW

(2.11)
thus proving the von Mises stress and von Mises strain increment are work conjugate for
incompressible materials where the inelastic strain is colinear with the deviatoric stress.

The concept of work conjugate stress and strain measures is key in that in standard
plasticity theory a flow surface defined by a scalar effective stress will lead to a increment in
plastic strain with a magnitude defined by the work conjugate effective strain [25]. So the
conjugate strain to some stress measure used to define inelastic flow is the natural equivalent
of that stress measure in strain space. For C = 0 the ASME Code applies this concept in the
definition of effective stress, used to compute damage induced by inelastic creep deformation,
and the effective strain used to compute fatigue damage.

The EPP+SMT does not separate out creep and fatigue damage, instead basing the life
calculation only on a strain measure. For uniaxial loading the design data has been calibrated
to the axial strain. This places one constraint on the choice of an effective strain measure – it
should degenerate to the axial strain for uniaxial deformation. By convention, the Code treats
analysis results from inelastic methods, including EPP methods, as fully-incompressible,
neglecting the small compressible elastic strain. So it will be sufficient that the effective
strain measure degenerates to the axial strain for incompressible uniaxial deformation.

The standard effective strain used to calculate fatigue damage in the Code (Eq. 2.5) is a
viable option. It degenerates to the axial strain for incompressible uniaxial deformation and
is conjugate to the stress measure used to define the flow surface for J2 plasticity and creep
theories. For materials where creep damage follows a J2-type relation it would be a perfectly
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reasonable strain measure to selected for the EPP+SMT theory. However, the ASME Code
in the form of the Huddleston stress already asserts that creep damage in some of the Class
A materials does not follow a standard J2 theory. As creep damage in the Code is one
component of creep-fatigue damage, it would be reasonable then to use the strain measure
conjugate to the Huddleston stress to account for creep-fatigue damage for these materials.

Calculating this strain is, at least conceptually, straightforward

dW = σ : dεp = σhdεh (2.12)

dεh =
σ : dεp
σh

. (2.13)

It will be convenient to consider the volumetric and deviatoric parts separately:

dεh =
s : dep + p : dhp

σh
=

σvdεv + p : dhp

σv exp
[
C
(
I1
IS
− 1
)] . (2.14)

Then for incompressible plasticity

dεh =
s : dep + p : dhp

σh
=

σvdεv

σv exp
[
C
(
I1
IS
− 1
)] =

dεv

exp
[
C
(
I1
IS
− 1
)] . (2.15)

Define
F = exp

[
C

(
I1
IS
− 1

)]
(2.16)

then
dεh =

dεv
F
. (2.17)

The problem with this expression is that the factor F refers to the material’s stress state,
not the strain tensor.

An alternate definition of F in terms of standard stress invariants is [26]

F = exp

C
 I1√

6J2+I21
3

− 1

 (2.18)

where J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator.
For isotropic elastic deformation there is a relation between the first invariants of the

stress and strain tensors
I1 =

K

3
E1. (2.19)

The second deviatoric invariant relates to the von Mises stress:

σ2
v = 3J2. (2.20)

Combining these expressions

F = exp

C
 K

3
E1√

2σ2
v

3
+

K2E2
1

27

− 1

 . (2.21)
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Which still involves the stress tensor. The mixed measure is unsatisfying as it requires both
the stress and strain history of the component to calculate.

The final form of the proposed effective strain range measure is then

∆εSMT =
∆εe
Fmin

(2.22)

where ∆εe is the current ASME Code effective strain range, given in Eq. 2.5, Fmin denotes
the minimum value of F over the load cycle, and Eq. 2.16 defines the Huddleston factor. The
expression should be used in conjunction with Table 2.1 giving the Huddleston coefficients
for the Class A materials.

The odd part of this expression is that the effective strain is divided by the Huddleston
factor F . This makes sense from a work conjugacy perspective as the triaxiality factors
cancel when multiplied to produce the work increment. However, it is an odd result in that
to find the maximum strain range the designer must find the minimum Huddleston factor.

An alternative definition of the EPP+SMT strain range might be

∆εSMT =Fmax∆εe (2.23)
Fmax ≥ 1 (2.24)

where Fmax is now the maximum Huddleston factor over the cycle. Constraining the maxi-
mum factor to be greater than 1 prevents the effective strain measure from being less than
the standard von Mises strain measure used to correlate to fatigue damage in the current
Code. This expression produces the expected result that increasing the Huddleston factor
increases the cyclic damage. While less rigorous than the work-conjugate strain, the practical
advantages of this strain measure outweigh this drawback.

A final option might simply to retain the standard ASME definition of effective strain
until multiaxial SMT tests prove it to be inadequate. With this method, the EPP+SMT
approach would degenerate to the current ASME approach to high temperature fatigue
design for zero hold time. In the absence of better options we suggest retaining the current
definite of effective strain range. We recommend the development of a multiaxial creep-
fatigue test, similar to the single bar SMT test, that could be used to validate and compare
alternate effective strain measures.
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3 Multiple load cases

3.1 Motivation

Combining the previous chapter with the companion report on the EPP+SMT design method
for uniaxial loading, the approach can now be applied to a realistic structure sustaining
general stress states. However, the creep-fatigue and SMT test data used to calibrated the
design curves only consider a single type of periodic loading. Actual components will be
designed against multiple types of loading, conventionally expressed for design using the
ASME Section III, Division 5 [1] methods as a collection of service loading conditions. At a
minimum, the Design Specification must define each service loading and provide a histogram
giving the number of repetitions for each individual load case. The Specification may also
provide an anticipated loading order. A complete design method must provide a way to
combine the effects of multiple design loadings into a single estimate of the component’s
cyclic creep-fatigue life.

Current ASME design methods use three different strategies to combine load cycles,
depending on the design analysis method:

1. Design by elastic analysis: analyze each load case separately and superimpose the
results.

2. Design by elastic perfectly-plastic analysis: use a bounding composite cycle that sam-
ples a single repetition of each service load.

3. Design by inelastic analysis: a full transient analysis of the component’s service life,
explicitly analyzing each repetition of each service load in order.

The method selected for use with the EPP+SMT design method should reflect the elastic
perfectly-plastic analysis approach. For example, while superimposing loads would be ideal
for design simplicity, the superposition principal does not apply to nonlinear EPP analysis.

3.2 Recommended procedure

3.2.1 Method

The approach used here to develop a method for combining load cycles is to test prospective
methods using randomly generated loads. For the purpose of testing methods for combining
load cases it is sufficient to considering uniaxial loading. The basic approach used to generate
random loadings is:

1. For each of M different types of loads:

(a) Select a random maximum strain εi ∈ [εmin, εmax]

(b) Select a random hold time at maximum strain ti ∈ [0, tmax]

(c) Select a random follow up factor for the hold qi ∈ [1, qmax]

(d) Select a random loading strain range ε̇i ∈ [ε̇min, ε̇max]

(e) Select a random number of repetitions Ni ∈ [1, Nmax]

ANL-ART-164 9
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2. Determine the transient uniaxial history by starting at ε = 0. Randomly select a
repetition of a load cycle described by (εi, ti, qi, ε̇i) from the remaining library of loads:

(a) Connect the current strain ε to the target strain εi by loading the bar at a strain
rate of ε̇i

(b) Hold the structure at this strain for ti, relaxing through a follow up factor of qi.

3. Repeat this process until all repetitions Ni for all load cases M are exhausted.

The resulting strain history, as a function of time, can be used in conjunction with an inelastic
constitutive model to determine the stresses as a function of time. The final time, strain,
stress history can be used to calculate separate creep and fatigue damage fractions, according
to the ASME design by inelastic analysis provisions. The relevant creep-fatigue interaction
diagram can then be consulted as an acceptance criteria. In doing this analysis, the design
factor of 0.67 on the stress relaxation history and the fatigue diagram factors of 2 on strain
range and 20 on cycles to failure have been removed from the ASME procedure. The result
of this process is a pass/fail. A more granular measure of adequacy can be developed by
calculating the shortest distance between the calculated creep and fatigue damage plotted
on the D-diagram and the design interaction creep-fatigue envelop.

The results of this inelastic analysis can be compared to a prospective EPP+SMT proce-
dure. The analysis method and the basic acceptability test for uniaxial loading and a single
load cycle have been developed in past reports [8]. The EPP analysis uses a pseudoyield
stress determined by Sy and the value of the material’s isochronous stress-strain curve at
the current metal temperature, 0.2% inelastic strain (i.e. creep + plastic strain), and a time
equal to the load cycle period. The acceptance test is a modified fatigue curve account-
ing for both hold time and elastic follow up, calibrated to both standard creep-fatigue and
specialized SMT tests.

To test the adequacy of a load cycling combination procedure for the EPP+SMT method
we consider inelastic analysis for 316H stainless steel using the Code design properties and
an inelastic constitutive model developed at Argonne National Laboratory [27]. For the
EPP+SMT method we use consistent design data. Because the loads are strain-controlled
there is no need to run the EPP shakedown analysis and so consistent values of yield stress
and consistent isochronous curves are not required. The SMT design charts are generated
by starting with the unfactored ASME fatigue curve, running a simulation with the inelastic
model for each strain range along the curve with a tensile hold for the time in question. The
resulting time, strain, stress history can be used to calculate fatigue and creep damage, and
the cycle repeated until the unfactored design by inelastic analysis method predicts cyclic
failure. This number of cycles is used as the EPP+SMT design chart value for the given
strain range and hold time, the process repeated to build up the design chart. The result-
ing EPP+SMT design information is consistent with the inelastic constitutive model. The
objective in generating this consistent information to test only the load cycle combination
strategy and not the design data or the design method as a whole. For this exercise, all the
loading is done at a constant temperature of 700◦ C and a follow up factor of q = 1. The
random hold times are limited to 10, 000 hours. Figure 3.1 plots the consistent SMT design
chart used in this study.
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Figure 3.1: SMT design chart constructed to be consistent with the inelastic model and the
ASME method of design by inelastic analysis. In order from longest life to shortest life the
diagram shows lines for no hold (the ASME unfactored fatigue diagram), 1 hour, 10 hour,
100 hour, 1,000 hour, and 10,000 hour holds.

As with the inelastic analysis, the corresponding EPP+SMT analysis uses unfactored
design data. The EPP+SMT method uses the usage fraction

D =
n∑
i=1

Ni

Nf,i

(3.1)

where Ni are the number of cycles for load type i and Nf,i are the design allowable cycles
for that same loading.

3.2.2 Load cycle combination procedures

Previous EPP methods use a composite load cycle approach for combining different load
cases into a single EPP analysis. This approach combines the loading conditions from each
of the individual load cases into a single, composite load cycle. The analysis then repeats this
composite cycle in a shakedown analysis and uses the results in the acceptance procedure.
The current EPP Code Cases do not provide guidance on the specifics of constructing this
composite cycle, for example guidance on how the cycle order will affect the results of the
design process. A composite cycle approach, instead of individual cycle analysis, was adopted
because elastic perfectly-plastic analyses cannot be superimposed and requiring a full analysis
of the component’s load history would greatly complicate the design method. That said,
because the random sample load histories used here are uniaxial and strain controlled, a full
transient analysis is possible with the EPP+SMT method. The half-cycle strain range used
is peak-to-valley range and the time used to enter the design charts is simply the total time
between valley and peak or peak and valley (see Figure 3.2). This method is labeled Option
A. For this option the sum of the cycle time times the number of half cycles will total to
the design life. For general loading this method is not practical, but it can be used to assess
other prospect approaches.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram illustrating Option A. The half cycle strain ranges are the true peak-to-
valley or valley-to-peak strain ranges in a full transient analysis of the complete load history.

In general, the principle of superposition cannot be used to combine or rearranged in-
dividual EPP cycle analysis. However, if the actual loading is done blockwise (Figure 3.3),
where each load cycle is repeated the full Ni times before moving to the next type of load,
the prior history in the EPP analysis essentially only sets the initial residual stress for the
new block of loading. Cyclic plasticity (and elevated temperature creep) will quickly erase
this past residual stress pattern and so the prior load history can be safely discarded. For
block loading then each load cycle could be analyzed with a separate EPP calculation and
the resulting damages combined using Eq. 3.1. Of course in actuality the loads on a reactor
will not be applied in a block fashion, but nevertheless we include this method as Option B
in the analysis below. Note this option attributes one full cycle from zero strain to the cycle
strain and back for each repetition of a particular load. For this option the sum of the cycle
time times the number of full cycles will total to the design life.

Option C (Fig. 3.4) is a variant of the previous approach. Here each cycle is analyzed
individually and the effective strain range calculated. The cycles are then arranged in some
order – here each repetition of each load cycle is uniformly distributed throughout the design
life, but the order could also be given in the design specification. Assumed half cycles are then
constructed by summing the effective strain range for adjacent pairs of cycles and associating
the summed strain range with the hold time of first of the two loads. For the strain range
this is a bounding assumption – maximum compressive strain to maximum tensile strain –
and the half cycle lives will sum to the design life.

Option D is a simple variant of Option C. The method is exactly the same except that
each peak to peak strain is attributed as a one full cycle.

Option E (Fig. 3.5) is the composite cycle approach. Here the designer would select a
particular composite cycle order including one repetition of each cycle type and then calculate
hold times and strain ranges from a shakedown analysis of this composite cycle. The use
fraction for a single repetition of the load case could be calculated from this analysis, and then
multiplied by the number of repetitions of that particular loading provided in the Design
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Figure 3.3: Diagram illustrating Option B. (a) Conceptual framework of block loading. (b)
Actual method for computing strain ranges and hold times.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram illustrating option C. Load cycles are analyzed individually and then
superimposed using some assumed order.
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Figure 3.5: Diagram illustrating Option E, the composite cycle approach currently used in
other ASME design methods using elastic perfectly-plastic analysis.

Parameter Range or value
M 5
εi [−0.01, 0.01] mm/mm
ti [0, 5000] hours
qi 1.0
ε̇i 1.0 mm/mm/hr
Ni [1, 25]

Table 3.1: Parameters used to generate 200 random strain cycle histories.

Specification. For pure strain controlled loading generating the composite cycle requires
simply determining the order of the M different load cycles. However, the resulting strain
range is independent of this order for strained controlled loading and for each case is simply
the greatest algebraic difference between the cycle strain and any other cycle strain.

3.2.3 Comparison between methods

Table 3.1 shows the parameters used to generate 300 random strain histories. The analysis
calculated use fractions for each of the EPP+SMT cycle summation options described above
along with the distance from the interaction diagram, the creep use fraction, and the fatigue
use fraction for ASME Section III, Division 5 design by inelastic analysis.

Of the EPP+SMT options presented in the previous subsection Option A is the closest
to an exact method for cycle summation. Of course, as described above it is not a practical
method for a realistic structural component requiring a shakedown analysis to establish the
design strains. Figure 3.6 compares Options B, C, D, and E to Option A by plotting the
number of times the particular alternate predicts a larger, more conservative damage fraction
or a smaller, less conservative damage fraction than Option A. The results show that Option
B is significantly unconservative, Option C can be unconservative, and Options D and E are
both always conservative.
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Figure 3.6: Bar chart comparing the number of times the predicted cyclic life fraction from
Options B, C, and D exceeds or fails to exceed the life fraction predicted by Option A.
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Figure 3.7: Histogram comparing the life ratio between each of Options B, C, and D and
Option A. Cases to the right of the dashed line are conservative.

Figure 3.7 shows a different view of this data. This figure plots histograms for Options B,
C, D, and E showing the ratio of the use fraction predicted by the relevant option divided by
the use fraction for Option A. Values on the histogram greater than 1.0, indicated with a dash
line, are conservative. This plot shows that Option B can be significantly unconservative.
When it underestimates the usage fraction Option C tends to underestimate the use fraction
by less than 50%, which likely falls in the experimental data scatter for actual creep-fatigue
tests. When it overestimates the use fraction tends to significantly overestimate it. Option
D is moderately conservative compared to Option A and Option E is very conservative. This
analysis shows that Option B – individual cycle analyses – is clearly not suitable. Option C
– individual cycle analyses superimposed – may be acceptable but is not always conservative.
Option D is always conservative but essentially uses a design factor to shift the results of
Option C. Option E – the composite cycle approach – is always very conservative.
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3.2.4 Comparison to design by inelastic analysis

The different EPP+SMT methods can also be compared to the inelastic analysis results.
Figure 3.8a, b, c, d, and e makes this comparison as a function of the creep and fatigue
damage calculated for the inelastic method. Each subfigure plots points as (Df , Dc) ordered
pairs on the 316H creep-fatigue interaction diagram. The points inside the design envelope
pass the ASME Section III, Division 5 design by inelastic analysis creep-fatigue criteria and
the points outside the envelope fail the criteria. The colors of the points indicate whether
they pass or fail the consistent EPP+SMT analysis with the cycle combination method given
the figure caption.

The figure shows that the consistently-constructed SMT design curves are very con-
servative – all the random load histories examined here except one fail the SMT design
criteria. However, as discussed in a companion report, this is a flaw in this approach to-
wards constructing SMT design charts. The design charts recommended for use with the
final EPP+SMT method will be constructed by fitting to creep-fatigue and SMT test data
directly, not by attempting to make the method conform to the current ASME design data.
However, this comparison was valuable in that it does not reveal any potential nonconser-
vatism with any of the options for load cycle combination.

3.3 Recommended approach: modified composite cycles

Option E – the composite cycle approach – is both conservative and conforms to current
ASME practice for design methods using EPP analysis. Therefore, it serves as the basis for
the recommended cycle combination approach for the EPP+SMT method. However, there
is a complication. The current ASME EPP approaches use the total design life to determine
the pseudoyield stress for the analysis. The EPP+SMT approach uses the cycle period. It
is not immediately clear how to select the correct cycle period when analyzing a composite
load cycle consisting of multiple service loadings. Therefore, we recommend the following
modified approach.

1. Begin with a histogram defining each Service Load as transient pressures, mechanical
forces, and temperatures or thermal boundary conditions. Figure 3.9a shows an ex-
ample. The dimensions or units of the loads defined in the table are arbitrary for the
sake of this example.

2. Develop one or more composite cycles. These composite cycles are generated by stitch-
ing together one or more repetitions of individual Service Loads into a single cycle.
Each region of the composite cycle should be clearly identified with a particular Ser-
vice Load. The composite cycle must be periodic – it must start and end at the same
pressures, mechanical loads, temperature and/or thermal boundary conditions. If nec-
essary the designer may postulate a load not defined in the Design Specification in
order to appropriately stitch together a set of Service Load conditions (Figure 3.9b).
The number of composite cycles and the ordering of each individual service loading
within a composite cycle should be guided by any information about the expected
ordering of Service Loads in actual operation. For example, the Design Specification
may provide information of this kind.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the ASME Section III, Division 5 design by inelastic anal-
ysis method for creep-fatigue evaluation and the EPP+SMT method with consistent design
charts. Subfigures a, b, c, d, and e plot data for Options A, B, C, D, and E, respectively.
The points are located at the fatigue and creep damage calculated with the design by in-
elastic analysis method. The black line shows the interaction diagram. The colors indicate
the EPP+SMT results: blue means the load combinations pass the EPP+SMT method, red
means they fail. Note none of the conditions examined here pass the current EPP+SMT
criteria (see text for additional details).
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3. Assign a number of cycle repetitions to each individual loading within each composite
cycle (Figure 3.9b), hereafter referred to as the loading weight Wi. This information
is metadata – it does not imply that the load condition is actually repeated the indi-
cated number of times, either within the composite cycle or in terms of total analysis
repetitions of the composite cycle. A load region may be assigned zero weight in a
particular composite load cycle. Any new loads defined to meet the cycle periodic-
ity requirements should be assigned zero weight. In assigning these weights the total
number of repetitions assigned to a region representing a particular Service Load in all
composite cycles must sum to the total repetitions of that Service Load in the Design
Specification.

4. Determine the cycle period corresponding to each composite cycle. This cycle period
is the total time of the Service Loads assigned to each individual composite cycle,
accounting only for the actual repetitions of the loading within the composite cycle
and not the product of this time and the weight factors. Fictitious loads used to
enforce periodicity shall be assigned zero time in this calculation (Figure 3.9b).

5. For each composite cycle determine the pseudoyield stress using the calculated compos-
ite cycle period and the EPP+SMT method. Complete a shakedown analysis of each
composite cycle using this pseuoyield stress to generate a periodic history of strains,
stresses, and temperatures (Figure 3.9c). The EPP analysis may neglect hold times
and use arbitrary loading rates, as the analysis method is rate independent.

6. Within each region of each composite cycle representing a Service Load, use the EPP
stress history to find the maximum Huddleston factor. Use this Huddleston factor and
Eq. 2.23 to calculate an effective strain range for each region in the composite load
cycle. Calculating an effective strain requires two points in time: a reference point
and the current time under consideration. When defining the effective strain range
for a particular region, the designer should find the maximum effective strain for any
reference point in the cycle, but only current times in the region under consideration.
Record the effective strain range for each region of each composite cycle. Determine
a corresponding Service Load time, which is the total time at the particular Service
Load conditions, including time during loading transients. Determine the maximum
metal temperature over that region of the composite cycle. Using this strain range,
time, and temperature determine an allowable number of design repetitions Ni using
the SMT design charts (Figure 3.9c).

7. Calculate the usage fraction of the component at each material point using the equation

DSMT =

Nall∑
i=1

Wi

Ni

(3.2)

where the sum proceeds over all regions of all composite cycles. If this sum is less than
1.0 for all points in the component then the component passes the EPP+SMT design
check.
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This proposed approach using the composite cycle, which was demonstrated to be conserva-
tive in this report. It lessens the overconservatism of the method by allowing the designer to
split the load history into multiple composite cycles. This means that the strain range asso-
ciated with each Service Load will not necessarily consider the worst possible combination
of minimum and maximum loading conditions, but instead something more appropriate for
the actual reactor operating conditions, where known. It also allows the use of a reasonable
cycle period, rather than the design life, in the EPP calculation. The approach allows the
use of a single composite load cycle. In general, using a single composite loading will be very
conservative.
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Cycle Repetitions Load value
a 100 1
b 100 -1
c 100 2
d 5 4

(a) Load histogram.
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(c) Analysis results.

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the proposed composite cycle approach. (a) Load histogram. (b)
Composite cycles developed from the load histogram. Regions assigned to each Service Load,
weights, and the composite cycle periods are indicated on the plot. Load conditions marked
with a * are fictitious connector segments. (c) Notional analysis results from a shakedown
analysis of each composite load cycle. The effective strain range and individual service load
time are indicated on the figure.
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4 Conclusions

This report describes methods for extending the EPP+SMT creep-fatigue design approach
to account for multiaxial loading and for combining different load types. A final recommen-
dation on an effective strain measure must await the development of multiaxial SMT test. In
the interim we recommend retaining the current ASME definition of effective strain range.
The report explores several alternate load cycle combination techniques before recommend-
ing a modified composite cycle methodology.

This report, taken in conjugation with a past report on the strain range estimation
procedure [8] and companion reports on developing SMT design curves and on the single-bar
SMT method provide a complete creep-fatigue design method. Future work must validate the
approach against new SMT test data, component tests, field experience, and by comparison
to existing design methods. Preliminary results indicate the new approach is simpler to
execute and less over conservative then the current ASME approaches to creep-fatigue design.
Once validated, the method can be codified in an ASME nuclear Code Case in order to give
designers a simpler, more effective method for the creep-fatigue design of high temperature
structural components.
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